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S.A. presidential «;:andidates give personal platforms
With Student Association
elections Wednes~y, the Bison
asked this year's candidates for
S.A. president to comment on
their goals and qualifications
that they believe will make them
unique in seeking the office of
S.A. president.
Kyle Beaty, a political science
major from Fairfax, Va., has
been a member of King's Men
social club, the Barristers, prelaw club, the American Studies
program, drama RrOductioQ.s ,
Alpha Chi, College Republicans,
Pi Sigma Alpha and othe,r student
organizations . He stated his
platform this way.
"Let me say that I consider it a
great privilege to attend Harding
University. My goals as S.A.
president would be to make
Harding an even better place. I
believe that certain changes
would prove to be beneficial to
Harding.
"First of all, I believe that it is
unfair for the majority of
students to bear an unnecessary
financial burden because they
decided to pursue an academic
career in college instead of an
athletic career.
"Secondly,
prices
at
(America) Heritage (Cafeteria)
are excessively high, the quality
in both cafeterias is lacking, and
the S.A. should take a more
active role in doing something
about it.
''Thirdly, there are certain

Kyle Beaty
inconsistencies in the application
of rules at Harding. It is evident
to me that students don't mind
rules as long as the rules are
consistently applied.
"I believe the starting place for
a better Harding should be with
the S.A. president. It is only when
the S.A. president sincerely
reflects the desires of the student
body that he can begin to make
the correct changes."
A junior business major from
Birmingham, Ala., Blair Bryan
is a member of TNT social club,
the American Studies program,
and serves as S.A. vice president
and tells why he is qualified to be
S.A. president.
"Experience is a key element

Blair Bryan
needed for a strong Student
Association president. Serving
the students as this year's S.A.
vice president has given me that
essential experience.
"This year has given me that
needed insight to provide the
students with a competent, experienced
and
qualified
president. The opportunity of
working with a Student
Association president has helped
me realize the qualifications that
it takes to have an effective
student leadership.
"Sincere interest in student
needs is another factor that I can
bring into the presidency.
Relating to the needs of fellow
students on a personal basis as

by CARL WELLS

Horns Aplenty

The French hom section of the band rehearses for the combined band and choral concert to be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. In Benson Auditorium.

Hourly tuition-rises 4 percent to $92
There will be a four per cent
hike in costs across the board for
the 1983-84 school year, which is
the smallest rise in several
years, according to President
Clifton Ganus Jr.
Tuition will be $92 per hour
next year, a slight hike above this
year's $88.50 per hour.
There will not be an equivalent
rise in the amount of present
academic
scholarships.
However, some new scholarships
will be added. Ganus did not
specify how many or what kind of

scholarships would be added.
The hike is necessary to keep
up with the rising cost of inflation. The total tuition cost will
rise only about $200 per year.
"We tried to hold it down as much
as we possibly could. Fortunately, inflation was a lot less,"
Ganus said.
The rise in tuition pays for
most of the $21 million budget
that the institution is proposing to
the board in May. Ganus said he
believes the board will probably

accept the budget proposal.
After all the tuition, endowment and auxiliary funds
have been used, the University
will have to raise $1,150,000 in
gifts to balance the budget.
The budget does not include the
cost of operation of buildings or
the cost of the new addition to the
science building. Separate funds
will have to be raised to cover
those costs. Ganus said of the
fund raising, "We do it because
we believe in what we're doing."

Bob Wilson
well as more effective use of S.A.
committees i~ a positive thrust of
my campaign.
"The Student Association can
be a major catalyst in developing
a campus environment that
encourages both social and
spiritual growth. I believe I have
the ability and the knowledge to
lead a Student Association that
will encourage both of these
factors. I'm looking forward to
an exciting 1983-84 school year,
and I want to be a part of it as
your S.A. president."
Junior Bob Wilson of Ketchikan, Alaska, is a member of
King's Men social club and an
accounting major. He left
Harding in his freshman year due
to a knee injury and attended
college in Oregon for a year and a
half.
In enumerating issues he feels
the next S.A. president should
address, Wilson commented on
the things he noticed upon his
return to Harding this year.
A major issue in Wilson's
campaign is "the imbalance of
treatment between women and
men. This ranges all the way
from unequal treatment with the
regulations dealing with curfew,
late minutes, etc., to the gross
underfunding and recognition of

women's sports. "
Another of Wilson's concerns is
"the inadequate amount of substantive entertainment for
students on campus. Not all of us
have cars to go home on
weekends or to Little Rock to
escape. There are ways to
finance ventures like (concerts
by major performers) ; certainly
there is the desire. Abilene does
it; why can't we?
"There are several problems
on campus, but the biggest
question to be addressed remains
the cafeterias. I by choice live in
a campus house. I have the option
of cooking for myself or eating in
the cafeterias. I ate in Heritage
this semester. It will be my last.
The prices of the food are not in
the line with the quality and
quantity received.
"I firmly believe students
should be given more flexibHity
in matters like purchasing
partial meal tickets to the exact
dollar value they wish or even
eating in the cafeterias at all.
"I feel that I have the practical
knowledge and experience to
serve as president. I'm not afraid
to compromise on points, but I
never back down or vote for
something if it runs against my
conscience."

Inside
Writing on theW all ...
Feature
writer
Etta
Madden takes a look at
Harding graffiti, past and
present. See story on pages 6
and 7.

Great Expectations ...
Graduation brings about all
kinds of unexpected emotions.
See story, pages 6 and 7.

. Watt to be lecturer
for Affierican Studies
Secretary of the Interior James
Watt will be speaking in Benson
Auditorium Monday at 7:30p.m.
as part of the American Studies
lecture series.
Watt became the 43rd man to
hold this position on Jan. 23, 1981
with the recommendation of
President Reagan to the Senate.
He is also chairman of the
Cabinet Council on Natural
Resources and the Environment
and a member of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
Since Watt took office he has
been a controversial figure, often
at odds with environmental
groups because of his stance on
business's use of the country's
natural resources.
The latest controversy in-

volved his decision early this
month not to allow the Beach
Boys to play at the Washington
Fourth of July celebration on the
mall. The Beach Boys have
played at the free Fourth of July
concert the last few summers,
but Watt said the group attracted
the "wrong element" and instead
chose Las Vegas singer Wayne
Newton to perform on the mall.
Because of pressure from the
White House, Watt has since
changed his decision and is
allowing both acts to perform at
the Fourth of July celebration,
but the Beach Boys declined,
saying they did not want to upstage Wayne Newton.
It has not yet been announced
what Secretary Watt will be
speaking on Monday night.
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iilttl Opinio
Don't take easy 'Way
in schedule planning
It's time again to plan schedules for next semester. There are a
lot of ways to plan a schedule, and the way that seems right now
may be a way you regret later.
There are stock questions and answers in any discu-ssian of the
next semester's schedule: "What's t his teacher like?' " GOOd , but
hard.' " Ta.k:"C - ; his class is a blowoff." "I'd like this course, but
I never take 8 a.m. classes." "Take that Bible class. If s an easy A. "
"Do I have to wdte a paper for that class?" · ~Take .--; she· never
takes attendance."
Sometimes we look for the easiest road when planning classes,
the highest probable grade we can get for the smallest amount of
work we can get by with. It is possible to get through four years of
school never feeling the satisfaction of earning a good grade choo~ing a class because of its reputation for difficulty. telling
ourselves (and may:be the professor. too) "l'm going to make an A
in t his course" and then ;never slacking off on a single· assignment.
[ t is possible, too. to get through school. studying under as few as
possible of the best faculty members. instead c1hoosing those we
knaw we won't have t o wo rk much for or those we have t aken
before.
OK, so we sound like your parents. Well, this song has a flip
side: it is also possible to suffer academic burnout by trying to
cram all the best courses - with the best teachers - into our four
years here, or to take too many of one kind of classes in one
semester. English major, think twice before you enroll in three
upper-level oourses requiring term pap ers.
When we p lan our schedules', we should try to strike a balance.
Take some gederal ed ·classes with those upper-level courses. Find
out who the "good, but difficuJt" teachers are and take classes with
a few of them. Don't rule out the possibility of hiking an 8 a.m.
class or an evening class. Take Bible courses that will be interesting
and helpful, not simply easy.
We're paying enough to be educated for eternity; we should get
our money's worth now so we don't regret our choices later.

Your SA vote counts

Voter turnout in national elections is disappointingly low, and
elections at Harding are no different. In elections in the last few
years, fewer than halfthe students have taken part in electing their
Student Association officers.
Your vote matters. All the S.A .. presidential candidates have
specific goals in their platforms; you can have a say in what areas
of campus life the S.A. will concentrate on next year if you study
the candidates' goals and vote for the one you believe in the most.
To those who complain about apathy on this campus, we suggest
that it is worse at many other campuses. For example, elections will
not even be held at Oklahoma Christian College this year because
only one person ran for each officer position. One of the
presidential candidate's goals is simply to make their student
government an organization that can accomplish something - as
if it hasn't been so far.
All three S.A. presidential candidates have some goOd goals. We
endorse no one in particular. But we do endorse the ballot box.
Stuff it with your vote during officer elections Wednesday.
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Trespassing on a Sunday drive
Every time I hear the phrase
"forgive us our trespasses, as we
forgive those who trespass
against us," I immediately see
two very sharp mental pictures.
The first is an abandoned house
Laura L. Brown
that used to sit on my block. "The
Old House," we kids called it,
yet,'' came the reply.
surrounded by a large overgrown
where I went to Girl Scout
lot, made spooky by the huge
summer camp.
Finally we were done. As we
snowball bushes in front and a
Some of us were walking down
walked out, a car coming down
menacing tree in back (a stogie
the gravelly road one free afthe road saw our car (which we
tree is the only name I know for
ternoon, contemplating spending
had trustingly parked right in
it; it had long, skinny green pods
our time checking out the house.
front of the house) and slowed.
about the size of a pencil hanging
Our Girl Scout ethics got the beSt
"Uh-oh. I think we're in
off it).
of us when someone pointed out
trouble," I said.
The car pulled over and
The house, we all knew, was
that phrase of the Lord's Prayer,
haunted by the old woman who
so we stayed on our side of the
stopped. ·
used to live there. Only the
fence.
"We are definitely in trouble,"
bravest would dare to run
Now I have a recent image to
I whispered. My companion
through the lot after dark. We
add to that collection.
nodded.
imagined we ~ould hear voices
It's an old white house, too,
A burly rednecked farmer got
somewhere on a back road
out of the car. "Afternoon," he
moaning after us. There were
stories of children who had gone
between Clay and Dewey. "Let's
said, squinting at us.
go for a Sunday drive," the
"Hello," we said.
in and never come out.
friendly voice on the phone said,
"Whatch 'all doing'?"
The word "trespass" evokes
memories ofthat house because I
so I canceled my regular Sunday
"Well, we were just curious-"
trespassed inside it once. Six or
afternoon nap and we headed for
"You mean to tell me you
seven of us dared to climb in
the.:hins.
cain't read this here sign?"
through the open window of the
The "No Trespassing" sign and'
"Yes, we can read it"
kitchen, where the oldest boy,
the barbed wire fence didn't stop
"Where you from?" ·
George, kicked through some
him; he held tlie strands open for
''Searcy·''
rubbish and even demonstrated
me, and then I for lii.m, to get on
. City kids, he thought. "I don't
his mature age by bashing a
the wrong $de of tbe_fence. .
understaind you people, think
you can come out he~ innuh
chair to bits with a rotting twoThe house had six doors. The
by-four. The rest of us huddled
last one opened. Inside, as
country and just get into thangs
near the window in awe.
abandoned houses go, it was a.. . . like you owned the place:! I don't
· Somehow ~_parent found out;
ja!!kpo.l
unders~aind it!" .
..
,.
and then all Of our. ~ts .knew
In some ways, it looked as if-i~· ftnally reah~ed h~ wasn ~
:and they had a little talk· with us:. had been left suddenly- about~:·.·~· g~mg to do anythmg t~ us. Yi~
.I remember being plagued for
years .ago. {]r;td~J:'oeath boxes· of
climbed back onto the n.ght stde
:years by the mistaken fear that I . <>id leiters and clothes one bed
of the fence as he hollered on:
_now had a police ree<5rd:wasmadeasifithadt>e'enspread
"We're leaving now, sjr," m:t
<I was also lectured on the evils _up just that rooming. Ball eari~
friend told him. "We're ~orry," ~
:9{ banging around with George,
ning jars were stacked neatly on - - added.
. .
:Sirens c ame W,ailing to his house
!lhelveli. A pile 'Of 'old quilts were
We drove o~~ over the ~tll, Ju:>t
"twice ; '.Doce a fire truck came to
folded carefUlly on a chair. One
a tad shaken. Maybe Dewey wlll
-put ouo:mysterious fire he had -bc»t-eontained-a--birthday gift of a
be friendlier," my frietd said
nightgown and soft ~le sea
a~ter a moment of silen~e. "We'U
-startec:Hq,w bedr9Qm, and once
-an ambulanee-··eanre-to-·revive
\VIiicfilooli:ed'life they had never
hide the car the next bme." H~
him after he overdosed on air· ··· · ·beert1ifted out of tlieoox. On one-:: was only half joking.
•
:plane glue.)
.. -- . . :
~oom wall bung a Danie~
The. praf er is no _ long~
• The st!t!miZL.image conJured up
Funeral Hpme ~ndar - for · "" Forgtve us. our treSpasses. •
by that ~""is a large wbi~
1958.
Now it goes "Forgive us fOi. what
;.bous~~ on a maruclrroo
" I m.- ready to go when you· · we are about to do. "· :::
:
-lawn, s~nsied by a thick bllt . are," I hinted several times,.
'ntis column is, the first 01 a twO:
·low sto.Be-fenee someplace in the . remembering my !frst 'trespass.
part series on the subject of:
;;~oodsin Belm~~!~Ohi! . ,.... We~~~~~!}~~-~~-~
.
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-The terln paper writer's guide

Got News? Call Ext. 330

BISON BURGER
Reg. $1.10

ONLY

79¢

It was my first time, so you
could understand why I might be
a little nervous.
My friends and roommates had
always complained toward the
end of each semester about
having to write term papers. I
usually just laughed and ignored
them because I always managed
to take classes that didn't require
that we know how to express
ourselves in any way except
through fill-in-the-box tests.
My life was simpler then. This
semester I made the mistake of
trying to take classes where I
might learn something, and I
ended up-having to write a paper·.
Just how, exactly, does writing
five or ten pages on somebody
who's dead prove anything about
a student's academic ability?
I think term papers should be
required of only those students
who plan on going for their
doctorate in English or other
people who are going to use
English a lot. Why should I have
to learn how to write when I'm
going into a profession like
newspaper where rny imagination, not writing ability,
is the only thing that matters?
So I think it's ridiculous to be
able to write a coherent sentence,
much less several pages. And to
make the meaningless task of
term-paper writing easy, I've
developed a fool-proof guide to
making your writing as painless
as possible.
1. Never decide on a topic for
your paper until a week before
it's due. See, if you start
worrying about it early in the
semester r-ight !lfter it's
assigned, you'll feel guilty for
procrastinating. Just forget
about it and enjoy the first 12 or
so weeks of the semester. Sleep
the weekends away; go to Heber
once it starts getting warmer;
have a good time.
· 2. Start thinking about your
paper a week before it's due. Use
the first few days of the week to
let your idea incubate. Mull it
over, consider all the problems
that could develop with it, t;ake a
stroll through the card catalog to
see if anyone has ever written
anything on this topic before.
Then go ahead and start work.
3. Check out the required, and
no more, number of sources you

BISON BURGER
w/ cheese
Reg. $1.25
ONLY

95¢

(Expires: April 21)

Get in on our Special!

Roger
and
Dennis

rn,
4
~•••••m
125 S. Spring
Searcy

268-6851
268-7941

Off the Record
Cynthia Hooton
will need for your paper. There's
no need to overexert yourself;
let's not take this too seriously.
4. The night before the paper is
due, cancel all your social activities, or at least the ones that
you hcfd planned for after curfew.
Arrange several pages of
erasable bond typing paper in a
neat pile on your desk, bed, floor
or wherever you plan to be
typing.
At this point I would like to
make it clear that it is not
socially acceptable for a student
to turn in a handwritten term
paper. Nor is it ethical to pay
someone to type your paper for
you, especially if you have to
dictate over the phone to your
typist at 2 a.m.
5. Work late into the night and
early, early morning. Ingest
large doses of caffeine. Drink
coffee, tea or any carbonated
beverage except 7-Up or Sprite
until you're silly. l\fOW you're at

the peak of academic efficiency.
It's amazing how much your
writing seems to improve at 4
a.m. Finish the last pages with a
literary flourish.
6. Turn your paper in at the
appropriate hour, never before.
Be fashionably late. If the instructor has given you until 5
p.m., turn in your masterpiece
just under the deadline.
Once the paper is finished, try
to sleep. Reward yourself for
finishing your assignment by
skipping classes the next day.
When you get yotir graded
paper back from the teacher,
complain about your low grade.
Tell him or her that if you had
been given only a few more days,
you could have done a much
better job.
And as you prepare your class
schedules for next fall, keep in
mind that you should avoid
taking classes that require
papers.

Traditional song
shoUld be sung

"United We Stand" was first
sung, looked forward to being in
Spring Sing so she could be a patt
of it, only to be disappointed to ·
find it was not being done.
I realize singing this is only a
tradition and not a rule, but I
believe, in this case, tradition is
good for the people, and after all
isn't Spring Sing for all people,
not an individual or personal
preference.
I hope you will reconsider and
re-evaluate your thinking in this
matter.
Sincerely,
Diana Morris

<Editor's note: Copies of this
letter to Jeff Hopper were also
sent to the ~ison, Dr. Clifton
Ganus and Jack .Ryan.)
Dear Jeff,
I am so sorry to hear that you
feel the singing of "United We
Stand" ruins the whole effect of
Spring Sing. I actually thought
one of the goals of Spring was to
help unite the clubs and I personally think the song at the end
only verifies that fact. The ones
involved are enthused about it
and the audience seems to enjoy
it. Former participants of Spring
Sing feel a special part of it,
former students like it, the older
generation likes it and I know of
at least one student, who has seen
every Spring Sing, and when

Letters to the editor should
be typed, doublespaced, not

more than 250 words, and
should be sent to Box 1192.

5-MINIJTE

PIZZAGUAIL\NTEE
11:30 AM-1:30PM, Mon.-Sat.

'Iry our 5-minute Personal Pan Pizza! ~·11 serve it within 5 minutes after
you order. Or your next one is free! GUARANTEED.
.
---RIIftlftlllll
Wltb oae trtp

Supreme-·~
........................... $1.99

to Salad
$3.34Bar

Pepperoni . ............... ; ......... $1.49

$2.84

~ni;,._l:lroom5, Onions, Green Peppers, Pork Topping, Beef Topping)

5-rnlnutfi ~apple& to !Eifictlons liBieid abc:lll8 on orders a! live
01' lilss per Iiiii!!· 01' 1tne
le$5 per CIIIYYout customer.

SPECIALIZING IN
PRECISION CUTS FOR GUYS & GALS

or

• Open 6 Days A Week
• We Welcome Walk-Ins

1t:OOAM-11:30AM, 1:3(JOM-4PM
Penlonal Pan Plml ordered during 1t11111e liiMs wlllake just a lew mi'lul8s 111019.

Nina
Brenda

Good At Both Searcy Locations
1513 W. Pleasure

2841 E. Race

~==:rn'"!~~:!~-:::::~~ . .
~"'•'\-,.,\,;~ l.·P~~·-"·

·., •

••l'\t •••!-..'•' ..

,••,..\•\.•,,.\.1..'.•.:,~. \a~ ~.J/1

Our Hairdressers:
Yvonne
Ruth
Irene
linda

268·4951

268--3431

205 N. Locust
.. . ..

,.

(Behin,q ,PQor.~.9Y~§.ft!J~ger Barn)
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12 0 students begin practice teaching ill nearby schools
One hundred-twenty students
began _ student
teaching
March 14, according to a list
released by Dr. Richard Duke,
director of field experiences.
Teaching at J_udsonia are
Linda Bainton, fourth grade;
Kristi Futrell, <Second grade;
Laura Cooke, buslness; Cynthia
Nichols, home economics and
Sandra
Tennyson,
home
economics. ·
Teaching at Bald Knob are
James Baker, sixth grade;
Beverly Bearden, third grade;
Marti Collins, second . grade;
Sharon Jones, fourth grade;
Ter!')l)a Robinson, first grade;
David Daniel, physical education
and business; Patricia Ramsey,
math; Rebecca Stewart, English
and French; Larry Walters, PE
and health; Colleen Engel,
resource room and Mary Lynn
Vaughn, resource room.
Teaching at Sidney Deener are
Karen
Brashears,
t)lird
grade; Rebecca Elise Chase,
first grade; Brenda Greer, fourth
grade; Lisa Lee, fourth grade;
Becky Lee, second grade; Jenny
O'Brien, first grade; Cynthia
Garner, resource room; Janice
Estes, speech therapy, and
Cheryl Conder, Maresa Moon and
Rita Glass, kindergarten.
Students teaching at Kensett
are Leslie Buchanan, first
grade; Cheryl Crockett, home

economics; Susan King, home
economics; Mike Lyle, English;
Mitch McCohn, PE and health ;
David .Payne, PE and histQry ;
Nan Norwood, kindergarten and
Colleen Engle, resource room.
Teaching at Searcy McRae are
Renda Clark, first grade;
Stephanie Henry, first grade;
Dean Itsol), fourth grade;
Latonia Pasley, second grade;
Rae Jean Stockberger, third
_ grade; Jean Waldrop, third, and
Karen O'Donaghy and Lisa
Powers, resource room.
Teaching in Cabot are
Andrea Clonch, third . grade;
Connie Elrod, PE; Melanie
Harding, PE and art; Joel
Ragland, music; Darlene Vail,
art; Klay Bartee, PE; Lafe
Caton, PE; Dain Clark, PE;
Rhea Enloe, speech and English
and Roy Kirkland, PE and
business.
Teaching in other Cabot
schools are Carla Dunkerson,
third grade, Cabot Westside;
Sarah Hefley, first, Cabot
Westside; Mari McMinn, first,
Cabot Westside; Tanya Enloe,
speech therapy, Cabot Westside;
Joanna Watts, first grade, CabotWard; Brenda Hobbs, speech
therapy, Cabot Eastside; Peggy
Klemm, resource room, Cabot
Sarah McPike,
Westside;
resource room, Cabot Eastside
and Beth Taylor, resource room,

Symposium to cover
separation and loss topics
- A symposium entitled "Coping
.with Separation and Loss" will be
held next Friday in the American
Heritage Auditorium.
Registration will begin at 8:30
a.m. Presentations will begin at 9
a.m. and continue through 3 p.m.
The group will break for lunch
from 11 :30 to 1 p.m. at the guests'
,
expense.
Dr.
Robert
McKelvain,
assistant
professor
of
psychology, will discuss "Coping

1982 graduate

gets awards
Ron McLaughlin, a 1982
Harding graduate from Steprock, .
has been honored with two
awards for having the highest
grades in criminal law at the
University of Arkansas at Little
Rock law school.
McLaughlin, who majored in
political science, received the
Mike Gorman Award and the
Lawyers' Cooperative Book
Award.
,..

With Relationship Changes" at 9
a.m.
"Coping With the Disintegrating Family" will be the
topic of Dr. Lew Moore; director
of counseling and associate
professor of psychology, at 9: 45.
At 1 p.m. Patti Aldredge, a
social worker at the Veteran's
Administration 1 Medical Center
in Little Rock, will speak on
"Coping with Death and Dying."
Susan Henry, a social worker
at St. Vincent's Infirmary in
Little Rock, will speak on
''Coping Skills and Crisis Intervention" at 2 p.m.
The seminar will be presented
by the senior social work
students . Admission is free;
students and others from the
Searcy community are invited to
attend.

Cabot Middle School.
Teaching in Beebe are Marilyn
Glenn, fourth grade; Tami Jeter,
first grade; Kathy Eaton,
music; Lisa Jenkins, PE and
health; Mitzi Thompson, PE;
Katrina Bowling, resource room
and Susan Parkey, resource
room.
Teaching first grade at McRae
is Kathy Coley.
Student teachers at Harding
Academy are Tamara Phillis,
fourth grade; Laura Reagan,
second grade; Nanette Foster,
biology and art; Marcia Matlock,
music;; Susan Bolding, PE;
Sheila Counts, English; Tomy
Sitton; social sciences and Arthur
Smith, PE and math.
Students
teaching
at
White County Central are Kelly
Ferrell, third grade; Marquita
Sturch, sixth grade; Loretta
Paletasala, business; Sharon
Freeman, speech therapy and
Kathy Spillman, resource room.
Teaching in Bradford are
Sherry Lay, second grade;
Sandra McKee, second grade;
Lee Ann Wood, home economics
and Sherrie McCullough and
Terrie McCullough, resource
room.
Teaching at Southwest Fifth
are Tami Jones and Doug
Thornton, fifth grade.
Phillip Davis is teaching fifth
grade at Crestwood Elementary
in North Little Rock.
Teaching in Griffithville are
Lindi Williams, second grade;
Denise Montgomery, home
economics; Karen Wallis, home
economics and Elizabeth Cain,
kindergarten.
Students teaching at Searcy
Junior
l:!igh
are
R1fbY
Bozarth, band and Marla Upton,
PE.
Paul Shelton is teaching PE at
Searcy Middle School, and Doyle
Woodall is teaching art at Soothwest Middle School.
Jeff Daniel is teaching PE and
history at both Searcy High and
Searcy Junior High. Kevin Stamp
is teaching PE at both
Jacksonville High and Northside
Junior High. .
Teaching at Searcy High are
Lisa Shoaf, _band; . Kimball
Crum, speech; Scott LeDoux, PE
and Susan Skipper, algebra.
Student teachers at Pangburn
are Kathy Pavis, home
economics; Christi Roland, home
economics and Kristin Stinnett,

•
..

...

INSURANCE

Special Spring Sing '83 T-Shirt
(because you asked for it)

• All participating clubs and
themes represented
• T-Shirts- $5.00 ea.
• Surf Shirts -

$8.00 ea.

FOR INSURANCE CALL
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When just a photograph is
not good enough ... call

DILLIN-WEST
Lasting memories begin with
photographs. The best
memories begin with
photographs created by

1202 E. Market Ave.

Searcy, AR 72143

Call for Appointment - 268-9304

Come take a break from studying!

THE SHIRT DOCTOR
2504 E. Race

Small Chef Salad
with _your choice of dressing
(crisp shredded lettuce, cheddar
cheese, turkey, bacon, ham,
tomato wedges, and black olives)
or

Cheese Enchilada G.a rden
Reg. $3.45- ONLY $2.46

Call In Welcome!!!

268-8638

Home

Don't forget t~ fill out a change-of-address form in the '
campus post offace to have your maD sent home this
summer. It's also time to notify the magazines you
subscribe to of address .changes.
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Available only at

Vernon Rogers

like a gaad neighbor .
State Farm is there.

P.S.

Includes Drink & Cheese Dip!

®....o~~

1311 E Race Ave

Rolando Valls, PE, McCrory;
Debbie Kellum, speech therapy,
Augusta ; Susan Bryan, kindergarten, Dot Beck's Kindergarten and Donna Webb,
resource room, Searcy fifth.
·students enrolled in a student
teaching practicum are Tami
Jones, PE and elementary,
Harding Academy and Teresa
Beers, Spanish, Searcy Junior
High.

------------------~-- ~~,

""'Ill

STATE FARM

resource room.
Teaching at Northeast High in
Little Rock is Lynn Dupaul,
PE; Jeff Johnson, speech and
Sharon Wright, French.
Teaching at the Sunshine
School is Priscilla Henderson,
speech
therapy;
Stephanie
Jones,
special
education and Michelle Swint,
special education.
Also student teaching are

268-8728

No Coupon Ne_cessary

Expires April 21

268-1449
2800 E. Race- Searcy, AR
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Dr. Joe retires as secretiily ·

Our Best. Out WerSt

,PryOr named Alpha Chi director

Help us out. We're complllng an informal list of Hardhig1s
best and worst, most and least, and we want your suggesdons.
What Is the best general educadon requirement, the easiest, the
1Ja.¢est? What Is the prettiest tree on campus, or the best and
worst white swing locadons? What are the best and worst
cafeteria items, best and worst month, most helpful and most
dlftlcult campus offices? Send us your votes on these and any
other categories you can think of. As many answers as possible
wlll be printed. Mall to Box 1192 today.

Dr. Joseph Pryor, vice
president for academic affairs
and head director of Harding's
chapter of Alpha Chi academic
honor society, was appointed the
first executive director of Alpha
Chi at the national convention
held in Sail Antonio last weekend.
Pryor retired from his position
of national secretary-treasurer
after serving 12 years, the
longest any national office may
be held. As executive director, he
will be responsible
for
registering new members,
handling revenue and supervising the expansion program of
the society.
Eight students and four faculty
and staff members from Harding
attended the three-day convention.
The convention honored Pryor
with- an engraved desk set in
appreciation of his service to
Alpha Chi as secretarytreasurer. During his tenure the
society has grown from 99
chapters to 242 chapters.
"Joe Pryor ushered Alpha Chi
into a new era. He was part of a
team that made Alpha Chi a truly
national organization," Dr.
Bailey B. McBride of Oklahoma
Christian College said at the
convention.
The students who attended all
presented scholarly papers or
performed at the convention.
From Harding's Eta chapter
there were nine papers read and
one
piano
performance.
Presentations were made by
Dani Albany, Kyle Beaty, David
Brazzel, Jena Conrad, Sherrill
Farnstrom, Brent Oldham, Joel
Ragland and June Wood.
- Out of 32 nominees, Conrad, a
junior, was named one of three

'
'

John H. Simpson

106 N. Spring
Searcy, AR

268-~6a.t

•

PENGO POPEYE

Anniversary Celebration
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Saturday, Apr i I 16th from

u

10 a.m. till 6 p.m.
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FREE COKE·!
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Playful Quarters
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A

All Game_s 2 Plays for 25c:: - .
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c

Dra~ing

M
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c

Every Half Hour for 10
Free ~lays

M
A
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Harmony Boys take·t hird
The Harmony Boys, a male
barbershop quartet, won third
place in a competition in
Oklahoma City Saturday.
The quartet competed against
15 other quartets, all singing
gospel music. Students Jim Bob
Baker, Steve Pierce, Len
Reeves and Mike Wood formed
the quartet in January.
They were the youngest group
at the competition, which is an
annual contest and benefit for
Living Word Christian Academy

in Oklahoma City.
One of the boys' fathers, a
_member of an Oklahoma quartet,
turned in an application for the
group and then called them and
told them they had been entered
under the name The Hardingites,
Wood said.
The Harmony Boys will sing at
such campus events as chapel
and a lily pool devotional later
this semester, Wood said, and
they are looking for other places
to sing.

Unicorns
andSmurfs

4 Free Plays with Purchase of
10 Gal. Gasoli-ne at any F_ina
Quik Mart in Searcy, Ark.
JOUST NIBBLER

to his major field.
"Someone mentioned that the
nominees are the cream of the
cream," said Dr. Pryor.
Dr. Don England, professor of
chemistry and co-sponsor of
Alpha Chi; Dr. Dennis Organ,
chairman of the English
Department and editor of the
society's publications; and Patty
Barrett, director of men's
housing and who aided Dr. Pryor
with registration at the convention were also there.
There were 107 students inducted into the Harding chapter
of Alpha Chi this year. The
University has been repr4;l8ented
at every national Alpha Chi
convention since the spring of
1958 according to Dr. Pryor.

alternates for the Alfred H. Nolle
scholarship for undergraduate
study.
Sponsors from each chapter
nominate one junior for the Nolle
scholarship and one senior for the
Benedict Fellowship. To apply
for the Nolle scholarship each
student must write a letter
outlining his plans for undergraduate study, submit a
complete transcript, present a
letter of recommendation from
the faculty sponsor of his Alpha
Chi chapter, submit letters of
recommendation from three
instructors with whom the
sbldent has taken course Wf)rk,
and include a picture of himSelf.
The applicant must also submit a
paper or other evidence related

Watch for an article on
collecting in next week's
Bison .

.

The Colonel -Announces:

Harmony Boys Jim Bob Baker, Mike Wood, Steve Pierce and Len
Reeves display their trophy for third place In barbershop quartet
COmpetition.
by CARL WELL S

HARDING NIGHT OUT
Coupons only redeemable .on these nights.

r- coUPoN 1 I Ir .
GOOD FOR PURCHASE OF:
• 2 pieces of Ch icken
Potofo~ and Gravy
• Roll • No Substitutions

I••

I99c

CoUPoN I

I I•

l99c

Expires April 21. 1983~
Every Mo". & Tues. Nlgjlt

---r-- CouPON---,
[

I

-- -•

I

Expires ApriJ 21, 1983
Every Mon. & Tues. Night

I

r - CoUPON--,

I I

11

Expl. resAprll21,1!ii.J983
Every Mon~ & Tues. Nl ht

-

OAKLEY'S
GARAGE

- ~----

GOOD FOR PURCHASE OF:
• One FREE order Kentucky Fries
when you buy o C:::h icken Bre.ost.
File1 Sondwic::h

I l 79
l!

I

GOOD FOR PURCHASE OF:
• 2 pieces of Chicken
Potatoes and Gravy
• R91l • No Substitutions

I

GOOD FOR PURCHASE OF:
• One FREE order Kentucky Fries
when you buy o Chicken Breast
Filet Sandwich

~l

Specializing in:
• Automotive transmission
• Air conditioning
• Engine overhaul
• Tune-ups
• Brake work
• Drums & Rotors turned

I

----

ExplresAprll21, 1983
Every Mon. & Tues. Night

• 79

General Auto & Truck Repair

J

~ntuclty fried Chicken.
We Do CJhicbD
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Spring Sing: takirig a glimpse behind the curtains
by Betsy Walkup

The 1983 Spl!:hlg Sing show is
barely history ,but already, plans
are being made for next year's
show. Last Thursday, Dr. Jack
Ryan, professor of speech, Jeff
Hopper, assistant professor of
music, Warren Casey, assistant
professor of music and director
of bands, and others met together
to discuss the upcoming
production.
Hopper said he didn't get tired
of working on the show through
the fall and spring semesters.
The week before the show is the
hardest, he said.
The costumes, designed by the
hosts and hostesses, Mark
Evans, Laura White, Art Woods!
and Veronica Williams, and
Jacqueline Northcut, production
assistant, were sewn by a local
seamstress. The four may
request to buy one of their outfits
and negotiate a price with
Hopper but none are simply
given away.
The ones left are stored away,
a tradition started three years
ago. This year, several costumes
had repeat performances from
past shows. The money for the
outfits come from Spring Sing
ticket sales.
Williams said her favorite
costume was the one from the
"George M! " medley. "They
were. so showy, not Broadway,
but showy, real George M!"
She said the costumes worn for
the "Spies in the Night" number
were also good. "The spies were
sleek, real suave," she said.
Evans said the spy song was
his favorite. "We got to portray a
character, the dynamics of the
song were good, and the way we
sang it set the mood," he said.
"The spies were fun to depict."
Evans said of all the
choreography he put together,

Williams said, "The whole
show taught me how much I can
do , but the movie especially
taught me versatility!'
Evans agreed that the movie
was fun. He said it was his
favorite part. "I was proud of it
and felt like we were giving the
audience something," he said.
To prepare for the 1983 show,
the four spent countless hours
together. "I received several
compliments that we performed
well as a group," Evans said. He
said there \Xere difficulties but
they were always overcome.
Both Evans and Williams said
they had all been a close group
and spent time other than
practice together. Evans said,
"We'd all go over to the Whites'
for supper and sit around and
watch TV."
Besides their time spent
together , here, t~e group
traveled, along with the Hopper
and White families, to Gulf
Shores, Ala., during spring
break. They stayed in condominiums and though they had
planned more of a vacation, bad
weather kept them indoors
practicing a lot. "The trip was
icing ~n the cake, though," said
Evans.
When the weather permitted,
Evans said they practiced on the
beach. "We got the strangest

"I get to show
them whaf I'm
really interested in. I'm a marketing major but
you can see by my grades, it's not
where my heart lies . "
-Mark Evans
the ''George M! '' medley was the
hardest. But he said that the "Big
D" number was the most fun. "It
was more relaxed and you could
• add your own flair," he said.
"My favorite was the bunnies.
We all let loose on that one and
could act like little kids, and I like
to act like a kid," Williams said,
speaking of the Easter parade
number.
"A major highlight of the
program that was also fun was
the filming of the movie,"
Hopper said.

"The show taught me professionalism and late nights; we got
worked out but
never enough to
quit."
-Veronica
Williams

wondered where the dogs in the
movie came from, Northcut was
responsible. Hopper said he
asked her to have nine dogs
together' all different breeds and
all on a leash, out to Camp
Wyldewood by a set time. "She
had them there," he said.
This- year, except for Evans
wh~ was host last year, the other
three hadn't even tried out before
for the role of host or hostess.
Hopper said this was very
unusual because "usually people
have tried out several times."
Williams had never -seen the
production, he said.
He said that auditions for next
year's show will be held early in
the fall semester. "I'd be happy
to talk to anyone interested this
year," he said.

Banquet Too Expensive?

looks from people - those on the
beach and from those on
balconies of their hotels," he
said.
"Realistically, we lived
together all year long and made a
lot of time for each other," said
Evans.
The four all learned new
lessons. "The show
taught
me
professionalism
and late
nights;
we got worked out but never
enough to quit," Williams said.
She said that she never dreaded
rehearsal.
Evans agreed, saying that he
had learned practical experience, especially patience. He
said that striving to make the
show perfect was important to
him.
Evans also said that he enjoyed
it because the show let people see
the side of him that he liked them
to. "I get to show them what I'm
really interested in," he said.
"I'm a marketing major but· you
can see by my grades, it's not
where my heart lies," he said.
The sets for the show were
designed by Robin Miller, instructor of speech. "All I said to
him was 'movie', and he came up
with the sets," Hopper said; "By
his creations, Miller shaped the
direction of the show."
The sets have already been
dismantled. "What could be
saved has been," said Hopper.
And, for those of you who

If you haven't asked ~nyone to be your
escort for that special evening, because the
cost is too prohibitive ... Allow Chris and/or
Paul to be of service to you!
Or, if the idea of asking a guy out seer:ns
like a horrid experience, give us a call and
we'll take out the terror of the amount and do
all the asking for you!
For a GUARANTEED evening of FUN and EXCITEMENT, call CHRIS or PAUL at
.

268-HUNl
•

(Dutch Treat and we'll provide_the wheels.)

r,~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~====~

AHen'tion, ln"estors and Builders
•
•
•
•

22 acres inside Searcy. city limits
paved access to property
zoned residential
owner wi II sell or trade for other property or
will consider selling five-acre tracts
• $3,500 per acre
• Good terms to qualified buyer
Contact LYNN DAVIS,
clo
, Davis Realtors
Bald Knob

724-5204

"Creative Oustom Framing"
20% off framing of any
print purchased in Shoppe
thru April 16
10% discount to students

r---------------------1

M·Sa. 10:00·9:00
r----------~--------------,

1

· Bring this in for 20% oH

l

I
1

1
:

framing of needlework

1

Introducing
our newest Item . . .

1

BACON CHEESEBURGER

II
I

1

II

Big- Delicious- Cheap

1

I

I
1

t(f.~~

Medium Drink with every
A'-A
Bacon Cheeseburger
~
Bring Coupon - Expires April 28

I
1

~--------------------~
• Original Artwork
• Limited Ed. Prints
• Art Supplies & Instruction

1

1
I

L--------------------------1

l

(good thru May 15)

Searcy, AR 72143

115 E. Center
•

•

•

•
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__ Digest ·
A short guide to current
national news and campus
events.

X-rated film okayed
Grand Valley State College
at Grand Rapids, Mich. has
been ordered to release funds
necessary for the student
senate to rent and show an Xrated movie on campus,
federal Judge
Douglas
Hillman ruled last week.
Judge HUiman said the
school's failllre to release the
funds, stated in a policy
biu1mng the expenditure of
anf college funds for such
movies, violates the First
Amendment right to free
expression.
~-

Nuke plant sues
Arkansas Power and Light
Company filed a federal court
suit last week for more than $4
million against a pipe supplier
for.allegedly falsifying safety
X-rays on pipes used in the
Arkansas
Nuclear One
generating
plant
near

,

.

Russellville.
AP and L says at least 41 of
the radiographic pictures of
the pipe welds
were
"physically altered" either by
making marks on the film
with a soft lead pencil making
scratches on the film or in
some other way.
All welds on this piping are
required to be X-rayed, and
pictures of the X-rays must be
delivered with the pipe to
certify it is safe. · ·

Barbara Christopher, 41,
who was extradited from
Lubbock,
Texas,
after
pleading guilty to stealing an
$8.99 pair of women's loafers
from a Streetboro, Ohio store
in 1976, was jailed in Kent,
Ohio, on $10,000 bond.

O~ly two children are
allowed for each couple in
China. If more than the quota
are born, the family loses part
of its food allowance and
many
employment
opportunities.

Driver sentenced

Beach Boys decline
Mike Love, lead singer for
the Beach Boys rock group,
who have performed at two
Washington Independenee
Day celebrations and last
week were the center of
controversy during Interior
Secretary J.a mes G. Watt's
short-lived ban on rock music
at this year's event, pledged in
Washington his group's
"love" for President Reagan,
but said they won't perform in
the capital July 4 because "it
wouldn't be right to upstage"
singer Wayne Newton, Watt's
entertainment chOice.

a daughter and was then
convicted in Peking of trying
to break back into the house to
pick up her belonginJ1;s.

Woman extradited

~

John Edward Ballenger, a
20-year-old man who was
convicted of involuntary
manslaughter and drunken
driving in a traffic accident
that killed a 20-year-old
father, was placed on
probation in Houston and
ordered to pay $150-a-month
child support payments to the
victim's six-week-old
daughter.

Mother beaten
Jin Shumej, a 27-year-old
Chinese woman, was beaten
and thrown out of her home by
her husband for giving birth to

WW II bomb found
A World War II German
bomb dredged up from mud in
the River Thames in London
caused massive traffic jams
and delayed 70,000 commuters
in the central part of the city
early this week.
As an army bomb disposal
squad worked to defuse the
112-pound device, the police
sealed off embankments on
both sides of the river and
closed all roads and bridges in
a half-mile radius of the site
near Waterloo bridge.
A number of similar Ger-

A Cappella ·wins regional contest
The Harding A Cappella won
the regional contest of the Great
American Choral Festival last

7ie

Saturday in Oklahoma City.
The A Cappella entered the
contest in the category of non-

~ 1~Ue

Hot Dogs- 60c
with Chili - 85c
Come Play Our· Games!!!

~---.Wedding Invitations ...

choreographed college or
university adult level. They won
first place in the category, and
the sweepstakes trophy and a
prize of $1,000, said Dr. Kenneth
Davis, director and chairman of
the music department.
The program they presented
was much the same as the chapel
program they presented last
week. They sang a baroque song,
a Bach piece and a contemparary
song by Norman Lockwood.
They have been . invited to
compete in the national contest in
Ann Arbor, Mich. May 27-28. The
prize for this contest is $10,000.
They have not yet decided if they
will go to the national contest, ·
since school will be out at that
time, Davis said.
The A Cappella also sang at the
- Briton Church of Christ in
Oklahoma City on Sunday
morning, and at the Rowland,
Okla. Church of Christ on the way
home Sunday evening.

We custom make invitations
at reasonable prices.

(an auxiliary enterprise of Harding)

About 19 students in a Civil War
class taught by Virgil Lawyer,
associate professor of history,
will leave Monday for a two-day
visit to the battlefields of Shiloh
and Vicksburg.

~et us keQp :~ou pQcm. ~olt ~oult ltememblta~-tces o~

pellie~-tce. we ca~<t heQp ·~ou

picl1 tke best Qocatio~-t ~olt

~oult pkotog~apk. CBa~-tquet

dates alte aQitead~ bei~-tg
•

HERMAN WEST, printer
300 S. Remington
(Southwest Comer of Campus)

J4Y{S

Phone: 268-8431 or Campus Ext. 341
1902 E. Market

Hart to speak

,

Dr. Joe Hart, psychodramatist and teacher at
the University of Arkansas
at Little Rock graduate school
of social work, will present a
demonstration Thursday,
April 21, at 6 p.m. in the
American
Studies
Auditorium.

Benson
Benspn
Benson
.Benson

Class to visit battlefields

CBatttquet cpttotogltapblg ·

lteseltved. so boo[Q ealtQ~l

In reaction to the United
States granting political
asylum to Hu Na, China's top
tennis player, China has
cancelled 19 upcoming official
cultural and sports exchanges
with America.
People's Daily denounced
Hu Na as an ungrateful
"young seedling brought up
under the shelter of sunshine
and dewdrops" and dismissed
her allegations of persecution
as "a politicai farce."

Today
John Wayne movie Rio Bravo, time to be announced,
Auditoriutn. Tickets $1.
Saturday
Vincent Price movie, The House of Wax in 3-D, 7:30,
Auditorium, $1.
Sunday
Landon Saunders Film number 11, "Heart Moving,"
Auditorium, 9:45a.m.
Monday
American Studies speaker, James Watt, 7:30 p.m.,
Auditorium, free with ticket.
Wednesday
Student Association election in Student Center.
Thursday
Lily Pool devotional, 9:15 p.m., Recording Studio.

tkis ~ealt's f!plti~-tg ba~-tquet. CUJitk ~ealts o~ e~

HARDING PRESS

China reacts

Campuslology

Latest styles to choose hom!
Ask about invitations with photo of couple!

man bombs have been found
and defused in London since
1945.

268-5614

Students in the spring Civil
War course take this trip every
year to get a firsthand look at the
battlefields and to view the artifacts and paintings that depict
the awful reality of life in the War
days, Lawyer said.
The students will also view a
film in each park that re-enacts
the events of the battles.
"I find that this annual trip
frequently sparks an interest in
the students that remains with
them for the rest of their lives,"
Lawyer said.
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~Sports and Pastimes~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bison basebailers win one, then lose one against UAM
Sophomore Kelvan Musgrave
pitched a masterful five hitter to
lead Harding to a 6-1 victory and
earn the Bisons a split with the
University of Arkansas at
Monticello Monday.
Fighting to overcome the
inactivity brought on by a series
of rainouts, the Bisons dropped
the first game of the
doubleheader 5-4 when the
Weevils slipped across the

winning run in the bottom of the
seventh. Freshman lefthander
Steve Pilkington sustained the
loss.
The split leaves Harding at 3-3
in Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference action and 8-11 on the
season. For the Weevils, it was
their first conference win against
five losses and brings their
season to 5-11.
Musgrave, the Bartlesville,

Okla. righthander, struck out five
and walked only one to gain his
fourth win of the season against a
single loss. Mter giving up three
of UAM's five hits in the first
inning, Musgrave settled down
and sat down 18 of 21 batters after
the first inning.
Offensively, coach Dick
Johnson's team scored one run
for Musgrave in the first inning,
came back with three in the

Tennis team
tops Delta State
in 6-3 victory
Harding University's tennis
team took the measure of Delta
State University 6-3 in Searcy
Monday to up their record to 13-5.
The Bisons took a balanced
approach in winning the meet by
capturing four singles places and
two doubles wins.
David Redding and Nigel
Liverpool teamed for three wins
and Donnie Wallis was involved
in two to lead the team. Rex
Fowler added a singles win and
Jon Wood rounded out a winning
doubles team for Harding.
Results were Redding over
John Braun 6-3, 6-3; Liverpool
over Marcello Edwardo 7-5, 7-6
(7-2); Andy Webster defeated
Dale Thompson 2-6, 5-3, retired;
Tony Garcia eased by Peter
Nanton 6-2, 6-3; Wallis downed
Ken Causey 6-3, 6-2; and Fowler
hammered NiCk Griffith 6-2, 6-2.
In doubles Redding-Liverpool
erased Braun-Garcia 6-1, 6-2;
Webster-Edwardo downed
Nanton-Nat Malone 6-3, 6-2; and
Wallis-Wood clobbered CauseyGriffith 6-1, 6-1.

Hot Feet

Two Harding tracksters lead the pack In one of the races In what
was orlginaUy planned to be a triangular meet Tuesday at Alumni
Field. Five schools-ended up participating with Harding placing In
second place after Ouachita.
by vo KURABAYASHI

.

fl)enise's £Beauty Salon
SEARCY. ARKANSAS

Stirt striving to serve you! If we don't
please you, tell us. If we do please
you, te II s.omeone else I
I·

10% oH all services
to Harding students.
268-8166
. DENISE LETLOW, Owner

3205 E. Race Avenue

run single by Johnston.
In the opener Pilkington
deserved a better fate as Harding
banged out 10 base hits. The
Bisons scored three in the third
and one in the fourth, but UAM
matched it with two in the first
and single runs in the second and
fifth.
In the bottom of the seventh,
the scored tied at 4-all, UAM used
three singles and a sacrifice fly
by catcher Bubba Hudson to push
across the winning tally.
On the day, Johnston had five
hits in seven: at bats, and two runs
batted in. Katchur was two for
five, stealing four bases, scoring
four runs and batting in one.
Ninemire, not usually known
for his base stealing, had three
stolen bases and was three for
eight at the plate. Todd Hill had
two steals and was two for four at
bat.

For Banquet Favors
& Corsages
visit

The Corner Gift Shop
We have Banquet table
center pieces.
(for rent)
927 E. Market

268-4741

SUMMER IN
MALIBU
Further your academic progress while you spend the summer in exciting
Southern California. Take advantage of the many cultural events and institutions
that are available in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. Summer at Pepperdine
University includes special benefits such as olympic-size pool. tennis courts.
Mediterranean climate. and classes Monday through Thursday with 3-day
weekends.
Pepperdine. a Christian university; strictly limits enrollment during the school
year. A select few students. however, can e11roll for the SUJTlmer only, Offerings in
most academic areas will be available at our summer session ..June 21-August 6.
1983.
.
The total cost is $2.528 for eight units. and seven weeks roo~ and board (room
charge based on double occupancy).
Enjoy summer in MalLou and earn eight hours ofUniverslty credit. For more inforrii.atfon please fill out the lnfOnnation Request Foon ~low or call (213)456-4392
and.ask about our Summe-r in Maljb.u Program.

~

Complete Beauty Service
for Women, Men, and Children

fourth and finished up with two
runs in the fifth. Second baseman
Dan Johnston was a perfect three
for three at the plate to pace the
Bisons' nine hit attack. Rich
Katchur was two for two.
The Bisons' three-run fourth
inning gave Musgrave the
margin he needed. Catcher Dean
Haley opened with a single, was
sacrificed to second by Joe
Taylor and driven home on a
single to right by Katchur.
Katchur stole second and
Johnston and Marty Ninemire
followed with base hits.
Ninemire's single through short
scored Katchur and on a
throwing error by the leftfielder
on the relay, Johnston came
around to score and Ninemire
advanced to second.·
The Bisons tallied two runs in
the fifth on walks to Taylor and
Katchur, a wild pitch and a tWo-

INFORMATION REQUEST FORM FOR
SUMMER IN MALIBU PROGRAM .

SEND TO:
PeJ)perdiJle University

NAME-----------------ADDRESS

Dr. Stephen E. Sale Director
Academic Summer Programs
Malibu~ CA 90265

PHONE NUMBER
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Attitudes detennine performance
Someone once said, "Good
athletes . coni~ and go, but the
great ones hve forever." The
person who coined that phrase
knew exactly what he was talking
about. Good athletes can be
bought a dime a dozen, but only a
few are considered all-star
potential. What makes those men
and women such great performers?
The answer is two words:
Sports Psychology . Sounds
simple doesn't it? U. is, in reality,
but so many good athletes fail to
become great just because they
fail to apply psychology in their
performance.
Dr.
Robert
McKelvain,
associate professor of psychology
at Harding, serves several of the
varsity squads as a sports
psychologist. When I approached
him about the subject, he
suggested that I read the book In

A

3 sign1etters of intent

·with football, track teams

Sports 5 pectrum

~

Three athletes have recently
signed letters-of-intent to play
their respective sports at Harding.
High schooler Rich Riddle of
Irving, Texas and junior college
transfer Bobby Lee Jones have
decided to play football for the
Bisons next season. Junior
college athlete Dwight Weaver
recently signed to play basketball with the Bisons.
Riddle, a 5-11, 210 lb.
linebacker out of Nimitz High
School, was a two-time selection
to the Dallas All-City and AllDistrict honor teams. In addition
to his football accomplishments,
he also placed second in the
district shot put competition.
Jones, a 5-8, 160 lb. tailback, is
a transfer from East Mississippi
Junior College in Scooba, Miss.
where he served as team captain
and was selected to the conference aU-star team.

-
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Ken Bissell
.
Pursuit o E~cellence by Terry
emotionally mature or conOrlick. Orlick is a professor and
structive way. They have refined
researcher in the psychology of
their ability to quickly shift from
sport and physical activity at the
an emotional reaction to a performance focus."
University of Ottawa.
In his book, Orlick made
Orlick continued to say that
the statement, "We want not only
commitment was just as imto live but to have ~omething to portant as controlling one's
live for and for some people this
emotions. "Commitment and seH
means to pursue excellence in
control are thought to be the keys
sports." But some lack the ability
to excellence. In order to excel in
to keep their mind on the goal at
any field you must be committed,
hand. "The best, most consistent,
but you also need enough seHand most confident performers
control to perform well under a
are able to control or channel
variety of potentially stresstheir emotions, to focus their
producing circumstances."
concentr;ition, and to bounce
He did mention something,
back from setbacks in an
however, that is worthy for print,
and that is the use of positive seHassessment. "You are most
receptive to self-suggestions
when you are in a relaxed and
peaceful state," Orlick said. His
FLIPPIN - KIIHNL
suggestion was make a personal
list of self-suggestions which
reflect your vision of how you
311 North Spruce Street
Highway 367 South
would like to be. Once you are in
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010
a relaxed state, repeat each
5011268-3577
501 /724-6376
suggestion to yourself three or
four times in a row. Here are a
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020
few of his examples:
Howard F. Flippin, 0.0.
Michael Kiihnl, O.D.
I am in control of my own life. I
General Optometry
General and Pediatric
choose to excel.
I view problems or setbacks as
Optometry
opportunitiel;l for growth and I
learn from them.
I can control my own thoughts
and emotions and change the
whole pattern of my performance.
Every day I feel better and
703 E. Race
better . . . more and more conSearcy, AR
fident . . ~ more and more in
control.
Formerly Shur-Pac
My powerful body and mind
are one. I free them to excel.
I imagine myself as happy,
healthy and successful. I will be
1 gal. . . . . . . $1.79 ea.
as I imagine.
I really don't expect a turnaround overnight, but it isn't
impossible for one to see an
all21iter products .. . . . .. .
.89ea.
improvement in his own performance by applying only the
basics of sports psychology. It
makes the good athletes better
a oz. size
.79 ea.
and the better athletes great.
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The opening round of golf in the
AIC was played last Wednesday
at Belvedere, Country Club in Hot
Springs with nine conference
teams represented. Hard,ing took
a first place finish with the low
score of 303, and placed four
golfers in the top 10 finishers.
Hubie Smith tied for medalist
honors with
score of 73,
marking the third year in a row
he has beeri medalist at the
opening conference tournament.
The score of 303 is the best
Harding has ever shot in a first
round conference tournament.
For the Bisons, Mike Seagart
was second with 74, Didier
Villard had 76, John Hendrix had
80, and John Talkington shot an

a

SHORTY'S

81.

"We had extremely good
scores turned in by our number
four and five men (Villard and
Seagett)," said coach Phil
Watkins. "We have the potential
to be an excellent golf team."
Other scores were Ouachita
Baptist University, 316; Henderson State University, 322;
Arkansas Tech University, 329;
University of Central Arkansas,
332: University of Arkansas-

Foremost Milk

Coke

Lay's Chips

Yarnell's
Ice Cream
• 4 .~ ,

..

/z gat. round

We know that your prescription do.llar has to stretch as far
as possible. That is why we do
everything we can to keep our
prescription prices low.

1. 97 ea.

1

Prices good 4-14 thru 4-17
or while quantities last

Trust ·us with your ·~ext prescription. Y.o u ·can :even have
the bi II sent home.

New Owners
Montie Duncan·& Glen Norman

.

Employees:
Hours:
Sue Burdette
Mon.-Thurs.- 6:00a.m. to 12:00 p ~ m .
. D.ave Carter
FrL & Sat. - 24 hours
Anita Moore
Sun;·~ 8:00a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Dan Carter

•

A standout at Mississippi
County Community College, the
6-2 1h, 178 lb. Weaver is a former
all-district athlete from Wheatley
High School. He was also an allconference third team selection
for MCCC during the 1982-83
season.
A two-sport performer in high
school, Weaver was an alldistrict honoree in both football
and basketball. He served as
captain of the basketball team,
was selected the Most Valuable
Player in the district and was
named to the all-star team:

Golfers take firSt in round

EYE CARE CENTER, P. C.

Regular Chips
Bar-B-Que
Zesty Cheese
Sour Cream & Onion

A 1981 graduate of Caledonia
High School, he was a two-sport
standout in high school. The
Steens, Miss. native lettered in
track as well and specialized in
the hurdle events. As a senior
Jones ran first place in the high
and low hurdles in district,
regional and state.

I

'

Monticello, 340; Hendrix College,
353; Arkansas College, ·375 and
Southern Arkansas University,
376.
"John Talkington played well
but had putting troubles," said
Watkins. "He will shoot some of
our best scores before the season
is over."

Bisons place fifth
in free throws
Harding University basketbailers finished fifth in the NAIA
in free throw shooting for the
1982-83 season.
The announcement was made
by Charlie Eppler, NAJA director
of communications.
In 28 games this season, coach
Jess Bucy's team converted 408
of 535 free throws for a hefty .763
percentage. This marks the
fourth consecutive season the
Bisons cagers have ranked in the
top 20 teams in the NAIA in this
category.
Last season Harding finished
12th in the NAIA with a .751
percentage. In 80-81, the Bisons
were eighth ranked with a .757
figure and in 79-80, Harding was
13th with a .750 percentage.
Other area schools listed in the
NAIA final stats were Southern
Arkansas and UA-Monticello in
team scoring defense. SAU
allowed only 57.8 points per game
for a ninth place rating and UAM
was 13th with a 59.2 average.
Central Arkansas tied for 13th
in the category of team field goal
percentage with a .536 !igure.
The only individual from
District 17 to rate among the
national leaders was Tyler
Trumbo of Ouachita Baptist. The
senior guard placed 15th in individual free throw shooting with
a .885 percentage, converting 100
of 113 attempts.

.

MEDICAL CENTER PHARM-ACY
PHONE 268·3311

2900 HAWKINS DRIVE

.
SEARCY, ;AR;KAI'I~-"-5
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Hosts and hostesses
on the silver screen
by Brent Alexander
One of the new features of
this year's Spring Sing was
the addition of the video
coverage of the host and
hostesses' preparation and
entry and the silent movie that
was shown around the intermission.
The movie, which was
written and produced by the
Spring Sing directors and
several students, followed
along the theme of this year's
show - the movies.
According to Jeff Hopper,
assistant professor of music
and director of the hosts and
hostesses, the idea for the
opening of the show came
from Kevin Cave, the lighting
director, who suggested a
couple of years ago to
broadcast the head-set check.
They later decided to involve
showing the hosts and
hostesses in the preparation
for the show and bring them in
that way.
Hopper said the idea of the
silent movie came from an old
school buddy of his whose idea
Wa6 to sing songs of several
movies while he acted them
out on stage. They decided to
take it one step farther and
actually make a movie, he
said.
Hopper said he was surprised at how easy it was to
find locations to shoot the
movie and that everyone was

very cooperative in allowing'
them to use their facilities .
The scenes inside a log
cabin were filmed in John and
Charlene Prock's backyard on
Harding Drive, and the jail
used in the film is actually the
Bald Knob city jail. In the
section of the movie where a
saw mill was almost used to
cleave hostess Laura White,
the crew traveled to Moore
Foresty Products in Kensett.
Other nature scenes were
filmed at Wyldewood.
The story for the silent
movie was written by Steve
Garrett of the computer
center, Paul Perkins, senior
English
major
from
Rochester, N.Y. and Jeff and
Judy Hopper. The writers
wrote the movie in two days,
working day and night. The
movie, which was filmed in
October, took one month to
produce.
Hopper said Jacqueline
Northcut,
production
assistant and a junior accounting major from Chattanooga, Tenn., did many odd
jobs, perhaps the oddest of
which was coming up with
nine dogs on leashes.
Several interesting things
happened while filming the
movie. In one scene, the dogs
had to be divided because the
dog's leashes kept getting
tangled with hostess Veronica
Williams.

6 ge't awards at conference
Six students received awards
and two were elected to state
positions at the Phi Beta Lambda
state conference in Little Rock
last Thursday and Friday.
In the Accounting II category,
Tonya Newell received first
place, with Todd Sheldon taking
second. Junior Mary Linda
Thurmond took first place in
Data Processing II as well as
second place in Business Communications.
In the categories of Economics
and Marketing, senior Brian
Tucker took first place and Kelli
Rowland received third place
respectively.
Junior Charles Dupre earned
third place in the competition for
Mr. Business Executive.
Junior Karen Koonce was
elected state secretary, and
Ellen Reid was elected the
Arkansas candidate for the
society's national president.
The three first-place winners,
along with Koonce and Reid, will
represent Arkansas in their
categories at the National
Leadership convention in San
Francisco July 5-8.
This year is the first year that
the University has had a chapter
of Phi Beta Lambda, a national
organization for business majors.
"The success of Harding at the
conference is a reflection of the
caliber of students we have and

the quality of the faculty. This
was an unbelievable accomplishment for first year,"
chapter president Reid said.
Phi Beta Lambda was founded
in 1947 and has chapters in all 50
states and several foreign
countries with over 200,000
members worldwide. At this

year's Arkansas conference, 735
competitors represented 42
schools.

Got News?
Call ext. 330

HEY! Look what's new with
Mazzio's Pizza
Bring in your cup and get "Free" drinks with
the Mini Pizza Special on Monday Nite. This
also applies to the Mazzie's Pizza Footballs
and Basketballs.
-

Other Coupons Void With This Promotio~ -

PAPA BURGER,
SMALL FRIES, AND A
REGULAR ROOT BEER.

deli cio~Js

•
$1 99 I
•

. .

Big,
double patty beef burger, cheeSe, crisp
golden fries and a frosty cold Root Beer. It's a big deal.
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